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Create Reports & 
Analysis

Explore Your Data 
Visually

First Class  
Support

Additional Services

We provide additional services such as FTP and MQTT to enable the real-time import of your data.  

Our optional Nucleus service  provides automated conversion of any data  format  into 

Cloud242. The support team will help you set up your account and can provide any 

development and consulting activities that you require.

Use the data explorer and 

dashboard features to 

visualise your data and  

deliver it to your users in a 

meaningful way.

Our Javascript engine allows 

you to create custom analy-

sis and reports, in HTML and 

spreadsheet formats. These 

can be stored & distributed.

 The Cloud242 support team 

will help you get started and 

grow the system with your 

business. Just ask for any 

assistance that you need

About Field Data Manager

FDM provides a single place to manage 

assets, data and documentation. It can be 

used to store any kind of data, from any 

source. This can be analysed, visualised and 

distributed.

FDM is available for install on your own 

infrastructure or as a fully managed 

service, so no technical expertise is required.

Customers use FDM to manage energy data from 

renewable and non-renewable sources 

including Water, CHP, PV, Solar Thermal, Wind,  

Biomass, Electricity, Gas, Oil and more.  

Additionally, customers are using FDM to manage 

wearable devices, capture data about livestock 

and for tracking assets.

Available as a fully 
hosted solution

Access is available through your browser 

to the secure web portal at anytime. We 

manage all aspects of the system, you just 

focus on your business.

FDM lets you manage any number of 

customers, suppliers, teams and assets.  

Users can be authorised to only see the 

parts of the system they need access to.

Built to manage  
multiple customers 

Cloud infrastructure scales with you

Data can be imported automatically

SSL protected portal & API Per object access security Manage 

any type of business 

Navigate using a tree hierarchy

Why Choose Us?
FDM provides powerful features and is 

designed to deliver high performance, 

from low hardware costs. Advanced 

scripting functionality enables custom  

reports and analysis, to provide more 

value to customers. 



Additional Services

We provide additional services such as FTP and MQTT to enable the real-time import of your data.  

Our optional FDM Hub product enables automated conversion of any data  format  into 

FDM. Our support team will help you set up your account and can provide any  

development and consulting activities that you require.

Explore Your Data 
Visually

Use the data explorer and 

dashboard features to 

visualise your data and  

deliver it to your users in a 

meaningful way.

Create Reports & 
Analysis

Our Javascript engine 

allows for the creation of 

custom analysis and reports, 

in HTML and spreadsheet 

formats. These can be 

stored & distributed via 

email or FTP.

First Class 
Support

The FDM support team will 

help you get started and grow 

the system with your 

business. Just ask for any   

assistance that you need.

About Cloud242

Cloud242 provides a single place to manage 

data and documentation. It can be used to 

store any kind of data, from any source. This 

can be analysed, visualised and distributed.

Cloud242 is a fully managed service, so no 

technical expertise is required. Our support 

team will help set up new accounts at no 

charge.

Customers use Cloud242 to manage energy data 

from renewable and non-renewable sources 

including Water, CHP, PV, Solar Thermal, Wind, 

Biomass, Electricity, Gas, Oil and more.  

Additionally, customers are using Cloud242 

to manage wearable devices, capture data 

about livestock and for tracking assets.

Accessible anytime 
from anywhere

Access is available through your browser 

to the secure web portal at anytime. We 

manage all aspects of the system, you just 

focus on your business.

Cloud242 lets you manage any number of 

customers, suppliers, teams and assets.  

Users can be authorised to see only the 

parts of the system they need access to.

Built to manage  
multiple customers 

Cloud infrastructure scales with you

Data can be imported automatically

SSL protected portal & API

Manage any type of business

Per object access security

Navigate using tree hierarchy

Why Choose Us?
Cloud242 provides powerful features run-

ning in a high performance infrastructure, 

at extremely cost-effective rates. Use our 

scripting functionality to build custom  

reports and analysis, and provide more 

value and benefit to your customers. 
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